
Features:

Vise3 System

Description:
Vise3 assists retailers worldwide in securely placing 
expensive, fully functional consumer electronics 
in the hands of shoppers, providing a positive 
experience resulting in increased sales.

This is accomplished through visually pleasing 
components that unobtrusively secure displayed 
merchandise in retail and exhibit settings. The 
displays allow customers to interact with charged, 
fully-functional electronics and enable the relay of 
product features and benefits via interactive digital 
media screens, enhancing the buying experience.  

Security Alarm & Charging Solution

• Locking claw for securing handheld devices; 
phones, tablets, GPS, game systems and others 
with no fear of loss

• Two finishes - black/ silver
• 4 sizes allow flexibility to secure nearly every 

device on the market.
• preTheft alarming which triggers prior to device 

removal and loss
• Aircraft cable recoilers provide the strongest 

security in the industry and eliminates “rip and 
run” theft

• Durable aluminum and steel construction
• Low profile, secure display solution that enables 

hands-on customer interaction
• Locks utilizing two directions of force
• High security tools for set up and removal
• Quickly mounts to all displays or fixtures
• Flexible solutions offering mechanical, 

electronic and hybrid security options
• 360 degree swivel eliminates tether wear
• LIFETIME Warranty 
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MECHANICAL ELECTRONIC HYBRID

Solutions:



Arms with posts:
Vise3 quickly secures a wide range of consumer electronics by locking the 
product between a set of adjustable claws.  The Vise3 connects to a recoiler 
allowing the customer unencumbered use and freedom to experience 
the displayed merchandise.  All functions of the displayed product remain 
available giving a positive customer experience, leading to increased sales.  
With multiple arm sizes, RTF is able to secure nearly every retail device from 
consumer electronics to power tools. Arms can be mounted on two post 
lengths and come in both mechanical and mechanical/ electronic hybrid 
configurations.

Vise3 - Data Sheet
Universal Locking Claw

Sku Name/Model/Size/Color Post height Min/Max width

mm in mm in

031846 Electronic Black Vise3 SE/SX 37 1.46

031780 Electronic Black Vise3 Medium 37 1.46

031835 Electronic Black VISE3 Large 37 1.46

Post Long 37 1.46

Post Regular 47 1,85

Electronic Recoilers:
RTF’s powered, aircraft cable tethers incorporate an industry first technology 
- preTheft. When attempting to cut the cable the alarm sounds before the 
cable is severed and in most cases the recoiler continues to operate normally.  
Recoilers provide the ability to not only secure your devices, but also alarm 
and charge at the same time all being powered directly through the recoiler 
cable.  With USB/RJ11 connectors, the electronic recoiler enables device 
charging along with a mechanical security solution.  Together with our 
liftTouch system, through an “add on” component,  you can utilize the system 
to trigger device specific media messaging on the device or an exterior LCD 
monitor.

Sku Module/Nut/ Cartridge Width/Radius Pull Cable Thickness Cable
mm in mm in mm in mm

020360 Yes/No/No 75/32 3/1.26 610 24 2.5 0.10 clear coated
020370 Yes/No/No 75/32 3/1.26 610 24 2.5 0.10 clear coated
020380 Yes/No/No 75/32 3/1.26 610 24 2.5 0.10 clear coated
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* No big radius on handset corners were assumed in the calculations. Should the 
actual handset have radius greater than 1.5 mm, then the actual range will be 
wider than those in the table.  ** The handset width range is related to the handset 
thickness between the tips of arm and the bottom of pad. Varying handset thickness 
will lead to a variance in allowable width range. 
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031790
Post with sensor

030260
Post
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RTF’s smartAlarming hub technology allows the system to automatically 
adjust to outside interference as needed in a retail environment.  This 
firmware enables the retailer to secure, alarm and charge their devices 
while the system helps prevent alarm sensitivity or false alarms through 
a series of filtering algorithms. System operation is seamless and through 
a one button RF keyfob the 2, 5, or 10 port alarm hub is always armed.

Alarm and charging systems:

031790
Mounting post with sensor and 
holder for charge end. 

051000
Can do seven tests

Mechanical Recoilers:
RTF’s mechanical recoilers are made of aircraft cable and among the 
strongest in the industry. With a plastic coated steel cable and high quality 
tensioning spring, the recoiler is durable and virtually inseverable. The cable 
connects to a lockable connector ensuring security and a solid connection.  
With a variety of connector options and pads the ability to customize for a 
wide range of products our line quickly adapts to secure electronics, tools, 
camera’s, sunglasses, bluetooth devices as well as dozens of other products 
in a retail environment.

Sku Module/Nut/ Cartridge Width/Radius Pull Cable Thickness Cable
mm in mm in mm in mm

025077 Yes/No/No 75/32 3/1.26 610 24 2.5 0.10 clear coated
026015 Yes/No/No 75/32 610 24 1.5 0.06 clear coated
026525 Yes/No/No 75/32 3/1.26 610 24 2.5 0.10 clear coated

alarmCharge 

Aircraft Cable Recoilers
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Security:

020327
Nut

050355
Keyfob

Pressure Sensors are built into the Vise3 mounting offerings, offering enhanced security.  A red LED deters theft and 
when the sensor is removed an alarm sounds from the hub. chargeEnds can be quickly connected and disconnected 
to the bottom of the sensor for device charging.



RTF has designed and developed a large variety of display 
options for both wall mounting and fixture placement.  With 
corrective placement mounts devices will always return to 
the proper display position for the next customer experience. 
These mounts are available in a variety of colors and finish 
options to blend with any retail environment. Custom mount 
options are also available to fit specific branding criteria.

Vise3 - Data Sheet
Large variety of display options
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Display mounts:

RTF has a variety of recoiler brackets designed to mount out of sight and to fit on the interior of fixtures, underneath 
counters or on wall mounted displays. Brackets ensure the proper positioning of recoilers enabling perfect operation, quick 
connect, release and long life.

Brackets:

021580
Medium Recoiler Bracket

021586
Black Horizontal/Vertical 
Mount

045119
Horizontal Mount Black/White

040251/040253
Low Profile Horizontal/Vertical 
Mount-Black/White

045100
45 Degree Aluminum 

Horizontal/Vertical Mount

046235
Grey Horizontal/Vertical 
Mount

040370 
Low Profile Horizontal/Vertical 
Mount-No Post-White or Black

040211
Horizontal Mount
Integrates with 10 Series 
Displays

045102
45 Degree Aluminum 
Horizontal/Vertical LT Mount
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Vise3 - Data Sheet
Universal Locking Claw

With options to mount devices on the counter or wall, RTF has developed solutions to display merchandise and draw attention 
to the product not the security system. RTF also has the ability to custom fit retail fixtures enabling consistency within the 
retail environment.

Counter/Wall mounts:

103045/103251
Display mount - silver/black

100405/103030
Black Horizontal/Vertical 
Mount

RTF’s system allows device charging so customer 
interaction assists in the selling process.  chargeEnds 
are produced that fit all devices to include Micro USB, 
Samsung, Apple as well as handheld game systems.  
Working in conjunction with the RTF sensors, chargeEnds 
cables are encased within the sensor for low visibility 
cable management.  With two chargeEnds wings and a 
low profile, 90 degree cable, customers will no longer 
notice or unplug the charging 
cable.

Charge cable plugs:
To enhance device security RTF utilizes the highest quality 
3M VHB tape products custom made for our system. Our 
tape products work in conjunction with our sensors, pads as 
well as mounts and are designed to fit without impeding the 
alarm system. The tape is provided with each applicable unit 
and replacements packs are also available. 

Tapes:
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Vise3 can be connected with our leading interactive digital media signage system - liftTouch. liftTouch is an extension of 
our retail suite of products that provides superior customer interaction through “add on” components and incorporates 
alarmCharge technology to power and protect Smartphones, iPads, Tablets, eReaders, 
Handheld Gaming Systems and GPS units.

Interactive features:

132070
Sensor cable

031520
Magnetic nut
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Ordering information:
Arms

031846 Electronic Black Vise3 SE/SX

031780 Electronic Black Vise3 Medium

031835 Electronic Black VISE3 Large

030262 Mechanical Black VISE3 [Small]

030261 Mechanical Silver VISE3  [Small]

030264 Mechanical Black VISE3 [Medium]

030263 Mechanical Silver VISE3 [Medium]

020360 Electronic Recoiler w/module (no nut)

020370 Electronic Recoiler w/module

020380 Electronic Recoiler Replacement Cartridge

025077 Mechanical Recoiler w/adapter

026015 Mechanical Recoiler w/adapter

026525 Mechanical Recoiler w/adapter

050375 alarmCHARGE HUB - 5 port

131503 alarmCHARGE HUB CABLE

021570 Large Recoiler Bracket

021580 Medium Recoiler Bracket

021586 45 Degree Recoiler Bracket  (only use with 45 degree 
mount)

040253 White Horizontal/Vertical DB Mount

040251 Black Horizontal/Vertical DB Mount

040236 Grey Horizontal/Vertical Mount

040260 Black Horizontal/Vertical VISE3-X MOUNT for iPad

chargeEnds
133025 chargeENDS- mini  

133045                     chargeENDS- micro   

133060 chargeENDS- Samsung  

133065 chargeENDS- LG 

133080 chargeENDS- Nokia

133100 chargeENDS- Samsung  Tablet

Tools:

031338
HEX Driver

125215
Magnetic nut

125038
Removal Tools 

Vise3 - Data Sheet
Large variety of display options
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133070 chargeENDS - iPod, iPhone, iPad

050355 alarmCHARGE KEYFOB

121129 RECOILER Bracket Replacement Tape

121131 Electronic VISE3 Replacement Tape

121141 ChargeEND Replacement Tape

125038 Plastic removal tool with DRIVER and WRENCH

liftTouch
132070 liftTouch Sensor Cable

031520 liftTouch two hole nut

135350 RS-232 cable - HUB to media player

031338 HEX Driver

125038 Plastic removal tool with Driver and Wrench

125219 displayTool works with Vise3 and boomerangPad

Tapes
120251 Mount Tape [5]

121132 alarmCharge Vise3/Sensor Tape

120145 Recoiler Bracket Tape

121020 Mount Tape

Mounts
040251 Black Horizontal/Vertical Mount

040253 White Horizontal/Vertical Mount

040271 Low Profile Black Horizontal/Vertical Mount

045102 45 Degree Aluminum Horizontal/Vertical LT Mount

040211 VISE3 Horizontal Mount

046013 VISE3 Horizontal Mount 3/4” hole

045119 Aluminum 12 Degree Horizontal/Vertical Lockable 
Mount Base

045100 45 Degree Aluminum Horizontal/Vertical Mount

040260 Black Horizontal/Vertical VISE3-X Mount

040263 White Horizontal/Vertical VISE3-X Mount

A series of tools are required to properly maintain, secure and provide the RTF “quick release” features through the 
product line. Tools are made from high quality materials and incorporate multiple functionally within each tool to reduce 
complication and ease of use.
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RTF Global Inc.
Address: 6685 Millcreek Drive, Unit 8
Mississauga, ON L5N 5M5, Canada  

Telephone: +1 (905) 584-6826
Tollfree: (888) 826-7773
Fax: +1 (905) 584-2883

Hours: 08:30- 17:00  EST

RTF Europe Limited
Address: Unit 3, Cavalry Hill 
Industrial Park Weedon, 
Northamptonshire NN7 4PP, United 
Kingdom 

Telephone: +1 44 (0) 1327 577507

Hours: 08:30- 17:00  GMT

Distributed by:

NOT TO BE USED FOR INSTALLATION PURPOSES.

RTF Global reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice in prices, colours, materials, 
components, equipment, specifications and models and also to discontinue models.

Obsolete products:
Sku Name/Description Replacement Sku

120145 Recoiler Bracket Tape [5] 120150

020300 Electronic Recoiler with Module 020360 or 
020370

020350 Electronic Recoiler with USB Module 
and slotted security nut

020360 or 
020370

020600 Mechanical Recoiler [1mm] 026015

020610 Mechanical Square Recoiler [1mm] 026015

021570 Large Recoiler Bracket 021580 or 
021586

025015 Mechancial recoiler (1.5mm) 026015

025525 Mechancial recoiler (2.5mm) 026525

030262 Mechanical Black VISE3 [Small]

030263 Mechanical Silver VISE3 [Small]

133070 chargeENDS - iPod, iPhone, iPad

050355 alarmCHARGE KEYFOB

121129 RECOILER Bracket Replacement Tape

121131 Electronic VISE3 Replacement Tape

121141 ChargeEND Replacement Tape

125038 Plastic removal tool with DRIVER and WRENCH

liftTouch
132070 liftTouch Sensor Cable

031520 liftTouch two hole nut

135350 RS-232 cable - HUB to media player

031338 HEX Driver

125038 Plastic removal tool with Driver and Wrench

125219 displayTool works with Vise3 and boomerangPad

Tapes
120251 Mount Tape [5]

121132 alarmCharge Vise3/Sensor Tape

120145 Recoiler Bracket Tape

121020 Mount Tape

Mounts
040251 Black Horizontal/Vertical Mount

040253 White Horizontal/Vertical Mount

040271 Low Profile Black Horizontal/Vertical Mount

045102 45 Degree Aluminum Horizontal/Vertical LT Mount

040211 VISE3 Horizontal Mount

046013 VISE3 Horizontal Mount 3/4” hole

045119 Aluminum 12 Degree Horizontal/Vertical Lockable 
Mount Base

045100 45 Degree Aluminum Horizontal/Vertical Mount

040260 Black Horizontal/Vertical VISE3-X Mount

040263 White Horizontal/Vertical VISE3-X Mount

030271 Mechanical - Small Silver VISE3  M6

030272 Mechanical - Small Black VISE3 M6

030273 Mechanical - Medium Silver VISE3  M6

030274 Mechanical - Medium Black VISE3  M6

031312 Electronic Black VISE3 [Small] Arm As-
sembly 031312

031845 or 
031846

040236 Grey Horizontal/Vertical Mount 040270 or 
040271

040237 White Horizontal/Vertical Mount 040270 

040251 Black Horizontal/Vertical Mount 040271

040253 White Horizontal/Vertical Mount 040270

125215 Security Wrench 125219

132055 RJ-11 to USB ADAPTOR 132080

132060 RJ-11 to USB/Apple ADAPTOR 132080

Software and annunciation:
Implement appSiren with RTF’s Vise3 of mechanical and electronic display 
security loss prevention systems. appSiren protect your phone with a smart 
pre-theft alarm system. Install RTF’s anti-theft alert application and protect your 
device from theft when the phone is charging. appSiren notifies you instantly 
whenever someone other than yourself unplugs your android phone during 
charging. It works in the background and even while in standby mode. 


